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Abstract
●

The purpose of the present paper is to give a general theory of generalized Berwald
spaces.

§0. Introduction.

A Berwald space is an a氏nely connected space defined by Berwald [3, 4], which is

a Finsler space such that the coe鮎Ients G/k of the Berwald connection BT [2] depend
on position alone. If we obey the Cartan connection CT [6], such a space is also the

one in which the coefficients F*/^ depend on position alone. Wagner [33] generalized
the notion of Berwald space, and called a Fmsler space as a generalized Berwald space if
●

●

there is possible to introduce a generalized Cartan connection with torsion, in such a way
that the coefficients *Ffk depend on position alone. And in the two‑dimensional case
he characterized such a space in terms of the mam scalar / (Berwald [4, 5]), and showed
that a Finsler space with the so‑called cubic metric is an example.
In his paper [7], Hashiguchi, one of the authors, investigated various axioms
imposed on a Finsler connection, based on the modern theory of Fmsler geometry by
Matsumoto [20, 22], clarified a geometrical meaning of the generalized (〕artan
●

connection given by Wagner, and characterized Wagner's generalized Berwald space
of general dimensions. Then, a generalized Cartan connection and so a generalized

Berwald space were defined in broader sense than Wagner s, while Wagner's were
called a wagner connection and a Wagner space respectively.
On the other hand, Ichiwo, the other author, [13, 14] obtained the notion of
{F, H)‑manifold from the study about Finsler spaces modeled on a Mmkowski spa°e

and showed that such a manifold is just a generalized Berwald space. This result is
●

significant in the sense that global considerations are possible in generalized Berwald
spaces.
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Recently, Matsumoto [23] generalized Okada's axioms 【29] which determine the
Berwald connection BF, and gave the notion of generalized Berwald connection. And
he showed that a generalized Berwald space can be also defined in terms of a generalized
Berwald connection. Since the notion of Berwald space was defined in terms of BF,
Matsumoto's result is very satisfactory to the establishment of the notion of
generalized Berwald space.
Generalized Berwald spaces thus defined might look peculiar, but the peculiarity
is thought to be rather useful to characterize Finsler spaces with complicated character,
and have been studied by the authors and the others (Aikou‑Hashiguchi [1], Hashiguchi
[9], Hashiguchi‑Ichijyo [10, 11], Hashiguchi‑Varga [12], Ichijyo [15, 16, 17], Matsumoto
[24], Miron‑Hashiguchi [27], Tamassy‑Matsumoto [31], etc.), and have formed an
interesting class among Finsler spaces, waiting for the further studies.
●

The purpose of the present paper is to give a general theory of generalized Berwald
spaces. In §1, §3, §4. and §5 we state the respective definitions of generalized Berwald

spaces by wagner [33], Hashiguchi [7], Matsumoto [23] and Ichijyo [13, 14] com‑
paratively, and in §6 we consider the geometrical significance from various standpoints.
The definite de丘nition of a generalized Berwald space is given in §3, and [7] is
improved. Inァ5 {F, H)‑manifolds are defined also for a vector space V with an
eccentric norm.

The terminology and notations are referred to Matsumoto [20, 22]. As to Fmsler
connections, we sketch the materials necessary for our discussions, in §2･

The authors wish to express their sincere gratitude to Professor Dr. M. Matsumoto
for the invaluable suggestions and encouragement.

§1. Wa虫ner s皇eneralized Berwald spaces.

1.1. Let M and T(M) be a differentiable manifold and the tangent bundle
respectively. A coordinate system (x{) in M induces a canonical coordinate system
(x¥ y{) in T(M). And we put a*‑8/aB*, d*‑8/9y*
A positive‑valued differentiate function L(x, y) defined on a domain D of T(M)‑
{0} is called a Finsler metric of M, if it satisfies the following conditions:
(i) L is (1) ^‑homogeneous: Llx,入y)‑入L(x, y) for入>0,

(n) The matrix (gij) is regular: g‑det(giA≠0, where gv/‑l/2 dfrL2.
An n‑dimensional differentiable manifold M with, a Finsler metric L is called a
Finsler space and is denoted by Fn‑(M, L), if the length s of a curve x¥t) in M is
measured by s‑JL(x, dxjdi)dt. Then L and g^ are called the Fundamental function and
the fundamental tensor of F* respectively. And we put yi‑giryr, lt‑yi/L, li‑=girlr
{‑tiL‑yijL), and (g^)‑(9ij)‑l
A Fmsler metric is traditionally defined in the more restrictive sense that D‑T(M)
‑{0} and (gij) be positive‑d‑eJS.nite. However, our deamtion may regard the following
well‑known metrics as Finsler metrics :
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L{x,y) ‑ {aijk{x)ytyiy'i)1/3 ,

L(x,y) ‑ {adxtfyi)1/2+bi(x)y( ,
L(x,y) ‑ aijWtfyHbiWyt ,
where (adxtyyi)1/2 is a Riemannian metric and bi(x) is a non‑zero covanant vector
field. The Finsler metrics (1.1), (1.2) and (1.3) are called the cubic metric, the Randers
metric [30] and the Kropina metric [18, 19] respectively.
1.2.

In

the

two‑dimensional

case,

Cartan's

torsion

tensor

(?,

/*‑1/2

Bkgij

is

expressed

aS

(1.4)

Ldjk ‑ Imtm/mk ,

where mf‑ is the unit vector orthogonal to V: m1‑‑‑l2Vg, m2‑ll v g. The scalar / is
called the main scalar of F2. The differential equation ;dfi‑mi¥L is integrable, and the
scalar 6 is called the Landsberg angle.

1.3. Wagner [33] called a Finsler space F2 as a generalized Berwald space if there is
possible to introduce a generalized Cartan connection, with torsion (*r/k‑*/y;‑≠0), in
such a way that the coe鮎ients *r/k depend on position alone: 3^r/k‑0. *r/k were
●

there given by

( 1.5)

*rj¥‑ r*j¥ + srlr(Imimjmk + lim,jnik‑‑nilljm,k)

+ srmr(Pmimjmk + li^m^m^ ‑ m'l/nik ‑ ito'mjlk)
+mihlk‑I'mjh) ,
●

where F*j¥ are the coefficients of the Cartan connection, mi‑girmr, and sr is a covariant

vector field. By considering the condition that sr(≠0) can be chosen in such a way
●

that

*rf￠k

depend

on

position

alone,

he

obtained

Theorem 1.1. (Wagner) A necessary and sufficient condition that F2 (31/∂0≠0) is
a generalized Berwald space is thst 3//∂6 be a function of /. If dl/∂0‑0, then I must
be constsnt.

Theorem 1.2. (Wagner) F2 with the cubic metric (1.1) is a generalized Berwald
space and dl ae‑‑3/2‑3/2.
F2 with a constant / is a Berwald space. If we consider a Berwald space as a

special generalized Berwald space, the assumption dlj∂e≠0 may be omitted. The detail
of the cubic metric is referred to [25].

What is the generalized Cartan connection given by (1.5)? How can we
characterize the generalized Berwald spaces of general dimensions? Are there other
interesting examples of generalized Berwald spaces?

M. Hashiguchi and Y. Ichijy5
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ァ2. Finsler connections.

2.1. Given an n‑dimensional differentiable manifold M9 we denote by L(M) (M,
n, GL (n, R) ) and T(M) (M, T F, GL (n, R) ) the linear frame bundle and the tangent
bundle respectively. The standard fibre F is assumed that a base {ea} is fixed. The
induced bundle riL(M)‑ {(y, z) ∈ T(M)×L(M) ¥r(y)‑7t(z)} is called the Finsler bundle

ofM and denoted by F(M) (T(M), nx, GL(n, R) ). The Lie algebra of the structural
group GL(n, R) of L(M) and F(M) is denoted by Ql(n, R) and the canonical base by
{Lal}‑

Since a point ofF(M) is a pair of a tangent vector y and a linear frame z‑(za) at a
point x of the base manifold M, a coordinate system (x*) in M induces a canonical
coordinate

system

(as*,

y¥

zal)

in

F(M)

by

y‑yf'(9/∂xi)ガand

za‑zaf(dl∂x%.

2.2. The Fmsler connection FF in M is defined in three equivalent manners as a
pair (F, N), as apair (Fh,Fv) or as a triad (7>, iV, rw), where F and TA (resp. rw) are a
connection and a horizontal (resp. vertical) connection in F(M), N is a non‑linear connec‑
tion in T(M), and Tv is a V‑connection in L(M). In F(M) the fundamental vector field
Z(A) (A∈g{(w, R) ) and h‑ and ^‑basic vector fields Bh(v), Bv(v) (v∈ V) are defined,
and these three fields span the tangent space of F(M) at each point. They are
expressed by

(2.1)

Z(4) ‑.4,V(9/az6*).,

(2.2)

(2.3)

Bh(v)

Bv(v)

‑

‑ォ%*(3/∂xk‑N¥aw‑^/ja/a*サ')

vォzak(dl∂if‑zM&!&,;)

,

,

where A‑AhaL/Ih ∈ gt(n, R) and v‑vaea ∈ F. F/k, N¥, C/k are called the coefficients of
FF. The Finsler connection FT havingFfk, Nlk, C/k as the coe鮎ients is denoted by
Fr‑(Fj*k, N{k> Gh).
There is a ャensor field D called the deflection tensor, which expresses a relation

between Tv and N, and it is expressed as
(2.4)

D¥ ‑ fF/k‑N¥.

Definition 2.1. A Finsler connection Fr‑(Ffk, N{k, C/k) is called linear, if Ffh
depend on position alone.

Let r‑(r/k(x)) be a linear connection of M, that is, a connection m L(M).
Then a linear Finsler connection F(F) without deflection is obtained by F(r)‑(rfk,
y'r/k, C/k), which is called to be associated to P, where C/u is freely chosen, for
instance, OA‑0. Especially, in a Finsler space we specify C/k to Cartan's torsion
tensor Il2 gtrdkgjr.

2.3. Let K be a Finsler tensor field. The h‑ and ^‑covariant derivatives of K are
defined by AhK(v)‑Bh(v)K and AvK(v)‑Bv(v)K respectively. If K is assumed, for
instance, to be of type (1.1), i.e.,
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(2.5)

K ‑ z′ %JK/ea⑳e¥

where (z/ia)‑(zai)‑1, and [eb] is the dual base of {ea}, their components K/{k and Kflk
are expressed as follows:

Kf.*‑8*Z/+Zy桝F桝k‑K^F^k.
.
K/¥h‑ZuKJ+KrCSt‑KJCfr.

(2.6)
(2.7)
where

8k‑ak‑N桝k8解.

2.4. If we consider the I｣ie brackets [ , ] of the basic vector丘elds, we have
●

the following structure equations :

(2.8)

[B¥v), B"(w)] ‑ B¥T(v, w) )+B^R^v, w) )+Z(R2(v, w) ) ,

(2.9)

[Bh(v), Bv(w)] ‑ B¥C(v, w) )+Bv(P¥v, w) )+Z{P*(v, w) ) ,

(2.10)

[B>{v), B‑(wJ] ‑

Bv(Sl(v, w) )+Z(S2(v, w) ) ,

from which we have five torsion tensors T, C, Rl, Pl, Sl and three curvature tensors R2.
P2, S2. Their components are expressed as follows:
(2.ll)

T: T/k‑敬MF;k);

(2.12)

Rl: R'jk ‑ ^ihN'j} ; Pl: P'j^Q^j‑F^,

(2.13)

(2.14)

(2.15)

Sl: Slih‑^h{C/k};

G: G/k,

R*: Rh>jk ‑ %k{8kFh>j+FhmjF桝tk) +CktmR桝ih ,

P2:

S2:

P*V*

8hiik

‑

‑

d*FV/‑CV*iy+<V桝P桝ik

*jkSiPti+Cf｣彬

*}

,

,

where %jk{ ‑ ‑} denotes, for instance, tyLjk{Ajk}‑Ajk‑Akj>
●

For the later use we give
Definition 2.2. A Finsler connection (Ffk, N*k, C/k) is called a (左zero connec‑
tion if OA‑O, and is called an N'‑connectionゲPォォ‑0: Fh‑4jN*k.

Let a Finsler connection Fr‑(F/k, N{k, C/k) be given. A Finsler connection (F/k,

N'k, 0) is called the C‑zero connection ofFT, and a Finsler connection (BJV¥ Nl^ o) is
called the IS‑connection of FT.

§3. Generalized Gartan connections and皇eneralized Berwald spaces.

3.1. Now we are concerned with a Finsler space Fn‑(M, L).

have

Proposition 3.1. For a given alternate and (0) p‑homogeneous Finsler tensor field
Tfk, there exists a unique Finsler connection Cr(T)‑(F/k, N*k, C/k) satisfying the
following four axioms :
(Cl) It is metrical: ^yu‑O? gr#l i‑0,
(C2) The deflection tensor D vanishes: N'^yiFfk,
(C3) The torsion tensor T is the given T/k: Fh‑Fj^Th,

M. Hashigxjchi and Y. Ichijyo
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(C4) The torsion tensor Sl vanishes: C/*‑CV'/.
The coefficients are given by
Ffh‑r*fk‑g*サa蝣jh桝(Ch桝r^n｡‑‑4q桝o+cy桝(Ch桝ArAm¥
r^‑00‑^｡k)
+Gk解(C,桝r‑A‑n｡^｡桝i)+Ah
N'^&t‑GtMo+AJu,

(3.1)

1

rgir%kgjr,

where A/k^T/k+T^+Tk/)^, and r*fk, G¥, C/k are the coefficients of the Cartan con‑
nection Cr‑CF(O), and the subscript 0 means the contraction by yi¥ A｡桝ゐ‑yiAj桝h･

Definition 3.1. A Finsler connection Cr(T) given by Proposition 3.1 is called a
generalized Cartan connection.
A Finsler space is called a generalized Berwald space if there is possible to introduce
a linear generalized Cartan connection CF(T).
●

3.2. As a typical generalized Cartan connection we have

Proposition 3.2. For a given (0) p‑homogeneous covariant Finsler vector field Sk,
there exists a unique Finsler connection Wr(s)‑(F/k, N{k, C/k) satisfying (Cl), (C2),
(C4) and
(C3*) It is semi‑symmetric with respect to the given s^:
●

Ffk‑Ffi ‑ Sfsk‑8絢.
The coefficients are given by
Ffk

‑

r*;k+L*(S;H+Cf桝Ck桝y

+ (yiGjki ‑yjGkil‑ykCjii)sl + G/ks｡ + gjksi‑8kisj ,
●

■

N*h ‑ Wk‑vCkW+ytf‑Ms｡ ,

(3‑2)

1

.

G/k‑甘gすr自動,
where

sl‑gl桝S桝and

S/ki

are

the

coefficients

of

S2

of

CF.

Definition 3.2. A Finsler connection WP(S) given by Proposition 3.2 is called
a Wagner connection.
A Fmsler space is called a Wagner space if there is possible to introduce a linear
Wagner connection WF(s).
In the two‑dimensional case, the F/k given in (3.2) become Wagner's */y* given
by (1.5). Thus we have noticed the geometrical meaning for the generalized Cartan
●

connection given by Wagner.
3,3. In the paper [7] a generalized Cartan connection was defined as a Finsler
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connection satisfying the axioms (Cl), (C4). Given a Finsler tensor field D¥ and an
●

alternate Pinsler tensor field Tfk, there exists a unique Finsler connection satisfying

(01), (03), (04) and
(C2*) The deflection tensor is the given Dv
However, only connections without de且ection have been treated in almost the
subsequent papers. Hence, we reform the definition of a generalized Cartan connection
and so a generalized Berwald space, and adopt Definition 3.1. Then Theorem 3 of
[7] is improved as follows.

Theorem 3.1. A Finsler space is a generalized Berwald spaceゲand only if there
exists an alternate Finsler tensor field T/k{x) such that CF(T) satisfies the condition Cijhu
=0.

Especially, a Finsler space is a Wagner space if and only if there exists a covanant
vectorメeld sk(x) such that WF(s) satisfies the condition G^‑j‑0.
A Berwald space is characterized by the condition Q^M‑‑.0 with respect to CT.
Thus a generalized Berwald space and a wagner space of general dimensions are
characterized by the formally same condition as the one for a Berwald space.

3.4. As an example of a generalized Cartan connection with surviving de鮎ction we
have

Proposition 3.3, For a given (0) p‑homogeneous covariant Finsler vector field Sk,
there exists a unique Finsler connection Mr(s)‑(F/k, iV¥ 0/*) satisfying (Cl), (C3), (C4)
and

(C2*) The non‑linear connection is the Gartan one: Nik‑Gik‑
The coefficients are given by
(3.3)

J?V*‑

r*/*+^‑8ft<ォ/,

#'*‑

<?'*,

0/*‑

l/2｣"&*#,.

Definition 3.3. A Finsler connection MF(s) given by Proposition 3.3 is called a
Miron connection.
Whereas the Wagner connection has the very complicated coefficients, the Miron
connection is represented by the simple coe鮎ients. Miron [26] treated the general
theory of transformations of Finsler connections. The simplicity applied the theory
gave us interesting invariants of the Miron connections ([9], [27]). On the other hand,
Oomplexity of the Wagner connection serves to characterize Finsler spaces with
complicated characters.

ァ4. Generalized Berwald connections and皇eneralized Berwald spaces.

4.1. In his recent paper [23], Matsumoto generalized the notion of Berwald
connection as follows.

Proposition 4.1. (Matsumoto) For a given alternate a/nd (0) p‑homogeneous Finsler
tensor field T/k satisfying the condition

M. HashigucEi and Y. Ichijyo
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(4.1)

!f{SkT/f‑tjTh%) ‑ 0 ,

there exists a unique Finsler connection Br(T)‑(F/k, Nlk, 0) satisfying the following four
●

aXもoms :

(Bl) Llh‑0,
(B2) The deflection tensor D vanishes: Nik ‑.yiFfk ,
(B3) The torsion tensor Pl vanishes: Fj%k ‑ bjN%k>
(B4) The torsion tensor T is the given T/k: F/h‑Fhti‑T/h‑
The coefficients are given by
F/k

‑

6?/a‑(SAZ*O｡+Wサ)/2

,

(4.2)

Nik ‑ Qih‑(thPw+Thi｡)/2 ,

where 6rA, G'k are the coefficients of the Berwald connection Br‑Br(O).
Definition 4.1. A Finsler connection BF(T) given by Proposition 4.1 is called a
generalized Berwald connection.
A Finsler space is called a generalized Berwald space if there is possible to introduce
a linear generalized Berwald connection BF(T).
4.2. Contrary to the case of CF(T), T/k in BF(T) is not necessarily given
arbitrarily. It must satisfy the condition (4.1). It is noted, however, that (4.1) holds
good if T/k depend on position alone, and we have
Theorem 4.1. (Matsumoto) Let Tfa be an alternate and (0) p‑homogeneous tensor
メeld. If Th depend on position alone, then Cr(T)‑(jy*, N{h C/k) and Br(T)‑(F/h
N*k, 0) are defined, and BF(T) is the N‑connection ofCF(T). And GT(T) is linearゲand
only if BF(T) is linear. In this case BF(T) is the C‑zero Finsler connection of Cr(T).
●

Thus Definition 4.1 is equivalent to Definition 3.1 for the definition of generalized

Berwald space. A Wagner space is also defined in terms of a (7‑zero Wagner con‑
nection. Since the notion of Berwald space was originally defined in terms of BF,
the above resiilt is very satisfactory to the establishment of the notion of generalized
Berwald space.
The discussions about the generalized Berwald connection need the homogeneity of

T/k. So, in the definitions of Gr(T), WF(s) and MF(s) we imposed the homogeneity
for 27*, sk, too.
I

4.3. Given a linear connection 7^‑(irfy*^(a?) ) of M, we have two linear Finsler
connections F(r)‑(r/h y*r/ky C/k) and F(r)‑(r/k, yjF/k, 0) associated to T. Then
we have

Proposition 4.2.. The h‑covariant derivative of a Finsler tensorメeld K with
respect to F(F) coincides with the one with respect to F(T). If the components of K
●

●

depends on position alone, it coincides also with the one with respect to the original F.

Since F(F) and F(F) have the same torsion tensor T/k(x)‑F/k‑TV/, it follows
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from Theorem 4.1 that F(F) is a generalized Cartan connection if and only if F(F) is
a generalized Berwald connection, which is characterized by Lu‑0. Thus we have

Theorem 4.2. Let a linear connection F of M be given. If it holds that Lu‑‑O
with respect to the Finsler connection F(F) or F(F) associated with F, then F(F) (resp.
F(F) ) is a linear generalized Cartan (resp. Berwald) connection, and the space %s a
generalized Berwald space.

Then,ゲr is symmetric (resp. semi‑symmetric), then F(F) is the Cartan connection (resp.
a Wagner connection), and F(F) is the Berwald connection (resp. a C‑zero Wagner con‑
nection), and the space is a Berwald space (resp. a Wagner space).
ァ5. {F, H)‑manifolds.

5.1. Let V be an ^‑‑dimensional linear space with a fixed base {ea}. A global
Coordinate system (va) is introduced on F by v‑vaea ∈ 7, and the differentiability is
defined for a function on V.
Definition 5.1. A positive‑valued differentiate function f(v) defined on F‑{0} is
●

called a Minkowshi norm of y if it satisfies the following conditions:
(l) / is (1) p‑homogeneous: /(入V)‑入f(v) for入>0,

(ii) The matrix (gaj,) is positive‑definite, where gab‑1/2 32/2/cwadi;J.
An w‑dimensional linear space V with a Minkowski norm/ is called an ^‑dimensional
Minkowshi space, and is denoted by (F, /).
Proposition 5.1. In a Minkowshi space (V, f), the set
(5.1)

G‑ {T∈ GL{n,R)¥f{Tv)‑f{v) for any v∈ Y)

is a closed subgroup of GL (n, R), and so becomes a Lie group.
5.2. The tagnent space Tx(M) at any point x of a Finsler space (in the restrictive
sense) (M9 L) is a Minkowksi space, but the tangent spaces at two distinct points
are not necessarily same. So an important class of Finsler spaces is given by the
●

●

property that the tangent spaces at any points are linearly isomorphic to a single

‑

wski space.

Proposition 5.2. Let H be a Lie subgroup of a Lie group G defined in Proposition
5.1. Suppose that an n‑dimensional differentiable manifold M admits the H‑structure in
the sense of G‑structure. Let {U} be a coordinate neighbourhood system and z‑(za) be a
linear frame adapted to the H‑structure. Then any tangent vector y at x ∈ M is expressed
as y‑y'(dl∂xi)‑vaza. The function L defined on TIMト{0} by
(5.2)

U*>

y)

‑/(ォ)

(v‑v"ea>

v"

‑

z′*Y)

does not depend on the choice of the local coordinate system and the adapted frame, and it
gives a Finsler metric of M.

M. HashigiTchi and Y. Ichijyo
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Definition 5.2. The Einsler metric given by Proposition 5.2 is called a {F, H}‑
Finsler metric.

A Finsler space (M, L) is called a {7, H)‑manifold if L is a {V, iZ}‑Fmsler metric.
5.3. In a {7, H)‑manifold (M, L), let F be a G‑connection relative to the H‑structure,
then it holds 2/,f‑‑0 with respect to the Finlser Oonnection F(F) associated to F. Hence,
by Theorem 4.2, a {F,H)‑manifold is a generalized Berwald space. In the case that
M is connected, the converse is also true. If a Finsler space Fn is a generalized Berwald
space by a linear generalized Cartan connection (r/k(%), y^F/^C/k), the F* is a [V, H}‑
manifold, where H is the holonomy group of the linear connection (r/k(%) ).
Theorem 5.1. A {F, H)‑manifold is a generalized Berwald space. Conversely, if
M is connected, a generalized Berwald space (M, L) is a {F, H)‑manifold whose [V, H]‑
Finsler metric coincides with L.

A differentiable manifold M admitting an {e}‑structure gives a simple example of
a {F, H)‑manifold.
●

Another example is given by a Minkowski space V with, a Minkowski norm

(5.3)

榊‑ ( 芸(tf)
α‑1

2)1′

+jfel

where Jc is constant and O<k<l. Then G of (5.1) is lxO(n‑1) and we have a Randers
space.

Theorem 5.2. Let M be an n‑dimensional differentiable manifold. If M admits a
tl ×0 (n‑1) }‑structure, then M admits a Finsler metric such that

(5.4)

L(x, y) ‑ (a^fy^+kb^f ,

where aij(x) is a Riemannian metric on M and bi{x) is a covariant vectorメeld on M
satisfying a%ibj‑l. Conversely, if M admits the above Finsler metric, then M is a {γ,
1 × O(n‑1)} ‑manifold.

5.4. The above stated notion of [V, H)‑manifold [13, 14] followed from the
consideration of a two‑dimensional Finsler metric [5] given by

(5.5)

L(x¥x*,y¥y*)‑(yi+zy*y/yl

(z∈R).

In order to treat such, a non‑restrictive Finsler metric, we can generalize the
notion of {y H)‑manifold by defining a Minkowski norm / of F in a non‑restrictive
sense as a positie‑valued differentiable function defined on an open set W of v‑{0)
●

satisfying the following conditions :

(i) Ifv∈Wthen入V∈W for any入>0, and

入V)‑A/(ォ),

(ii) (gai) is regular,
(iii) There is a continuous function/ defined on a dense open set U of y containing

W such that /‑/￨F.
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Thentheset
(5.6)G‑{T∈GL{n,R)¥f{Tv)‑f{v)foranyv,Tv∈U)
becomesaLiegroup,too.LetHbeaLiesubgroupofG.Ifann‑dimensional
differentiablemanifoldMadmitsthe//‑structure,wecandefineageneralizedBerwald
space(M,L)inthewayshowninProposition5.2byL(x,y)‑f(v)(v‑vaeafory‑vaza).
Forexample,theFinslermetric(5.5)followsfromtheMinkowskinormgivenby
(5.7)f(V)‑(vi+zv2)2/(z∈R),
whereW‑U‑{v∈Vlvl≠0},/‑/andGisgivenby
･5.8),raza(l‑a)‑,
1L｡a2J∈Rl･
OtherinterestingexamplesareobtainedfromtheMinkowskinormsofVgivenbythe
●
arithmetic,geometricandharmonicmeansofthecomponentsv*ofv∈V･

§6.The皇eometricalsi皇nificanceofa皇eneralizedBerwaldspace.
6.1.Aninterestingexample[10]ofageneralizedBerwaldspaceisobtainedfrom
an(α,β)‑metricL(α,β),whichisbydefinition[21]a(1)^‑homogeneousfunctionof
α{x,y^iaijixtyyi)1/2andβ(x,y)‑bi{x)yl,whereαisaRiemannianmetricandhiisa
covanantvectorfield.
AFinslerspaceFn‑(M,L(α,β))hastwometrics.TheoneistheFinslermetric
itself,andtheotheristheEiemannianmetricαAlinearconnectionr‑(r/k)of
Miscalledtobemetricalifitismetricalwithrespecttothelatter:yka,ij‑0,whereVk
denotesthecovariantdifferentiationwithrespecttoF.Letbibeparallelwithrespect
toametricallinearconnectionF:Vkbi‑O.WithrespecttotheassociatedFinsler
connectionF(F)wehavefromProposition4.2thata^,^‑F^y‑0?b{‑k‑prkbi‑O!)which
impliesLn‑O.ThuswehavefromTheorem4.2
Theorem6.1.//thereexistsinFn‑(M,L(α,β))ametricallinearconnectionFsuch
thathiisparallelwithrespecttoF,theassociatedFinslerconnectionF(F)isalinear
generalizedCartanconnection,andFnbecomesageneralizedBerwaldspace.
Especially,ifFissemi‑symmetric,F(F)isalinearWagnerconnection,andFnbecomes
aWagnerspace.Ifhiisparallelwithrespec‖otheRiemannもαnconnectiondetermined
byαtheFnisaBerwaldspace.
Theinterestofgeometryisintheclassificationtheory.AgeneralizedBerwald
spaceoffersacriterionofclassificationtogetinterestingmodelsofFmslerspaces.And,
itisnotedthatthistheoremrosenaturallyfromconsiderationsof{γ,H)‑manifolds.
6.2,Asisshownin[11],ageneralizedBerwaldspaceplaysanimportantrolein
theconformaltheoryofFinslermetrics[8],
Proposition6.1.LetageneralizedCartanconnectionJFT‑(‑F/&,N*k,G/k)be
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giveninaFinslerspaceFn‑(M,L).IfforaconformedchangeL‑ea^Lweput
(6.1)Fh‑F/k+S/ak,Nlk‑Nh+tfok,C/k‑G/k,
whereo‑^‑3^a?thenFF‑(Fjik,N{k,C/&)isageneralizedCartanconnectionoftheFinsler
spaceFn‑(M,L).
ThetorsiontensorT/kischangedasTjik‑T/k+8jiak‑8絢buttheothertorsions
G,R¥P¥SlandallcurvaturesR2,P¥S2areinvariantforFTandFT.
ItisnotedthattheinvariabilitiesofRlandR2areduetothefactthatFTisp‑
homogeneousanda&isgradient.Sinceakdependonpositionalone,wehave
Theorem6.2.AgeneralizedBerwaldspace(esp.aWagnerspace)remainstobe
ageneralizedBerwaldspace(esp.aWagnerspace)byanyconformalchangeofFinslermetrics.
Definition6.1.AWagnerconnectionWF(a)iscalledao‑Wagnerconnectionifo^
isagradientvectorfieldak‑ldkvofafactiono(x).AFinslerspaceFniscalleda
o‑Wagenerspace,ifFnbecomesaWagnerspacebyaa‑Wagnerconnection.
IfFn‑(M,L)isaBerwaldspace,thenFn‑(M,e‑L)becomesaa‑Wagnerspaceby
iTご(a).converse!
BerwaldspaceアThusw荒￡isaa WagnerspacebyIF/サ,thenFn={M,e aL)
Theorem6.3.AFinslerspaceFnisconformedtoaBerwaldspace,ゲandonlyゲ
Fnbecomesaa‑Wagnerspace.
SinceR2isinvariantby(6.1),wehave
Theorem6.4.AFinslerspaceFnisconformedtoalocallyMinkowshispace,ゲand
onlyifFnbecomesaa‑Wagnerspacebyaa‑WagnerconnectionwhosecurvatureR2vanishes.
●●
AlocallyMinhowshispaceisbytheoriginaldefinitionaFinslerspacesuchthatthere
existsacoordinatesystem(x{)inwhichg^arefunctionsofylalone,andischaracterized
asaBerwaldspacewhosecurvatureR2vanishes.Tamassy‑Matsumoto[31]proved
direct¥jTheorem6.4bytheoriginalde丘nition.
●●
TheabovetheoremsshowthatifweknowaresultaboutaBerwaldspace(resp.a
locallyMinkowskispace),wecandirectlyobtainaresultaboutaspaceconformaltoa
Berwaldspace(resp.toalocallyMinkowskispace)intermsofaa‑Wagnerspace.For
example,Hashiguchi‑Varge[12]generalizedaresult(Numata[29]andVarga[32])
aboutaBerwaldspaceofscalarcurvature.
6.3.CouldafixedFinslerspace(esp.Berwaldspace)becomevariousgeneralized
BerwaldspacesorWagnerspaces?Inordertosolvethis凪cultproblempartially,
Aikou‑Hashiguchi[1]considerwhetherthepathsingeneralizedBerwaldspacescan
coincidewiththegeodesies,andobtained
Theorem6.5.LetFnbeageneralizedBerwaldspacebyageneralizedCartanconnec‑
UonCr(T)‑(Ffk,N*k9Cfk).ThenthepathswithrespecttoOF(T)coincidewiththe
geodesiesofFn,ゲandonlyゲF*isaBerwaldspaceandCF(T)isgivenby
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Ffk‑r*h+TA/2, N¥‑G{k+TJJ2,

(6.2)
and Tfk

(6.3)

QihrTr*k ‑ 0 ,

where Qih* ‑ 2Cijstf+giM+gjshr [16].
Theorem 6.6. A Berwald space cannot become a non‑trivial Wagner space in such
a way that the paths coincide with the geodesies of Fn.
Are there T/k(x)幸O satisfying (6.3)? We have from (6.3)

(6.4)

2?s‑ 0.

So, in the two‑dimensional Case, (6.4) implies T/k‑0.
6.4. In his appearing paper [24] Matsumoto finds all two‑dimensional wagner
I

spaces as follows. Putting z‑y2/yl for a positive yl, we have a function入of xl, x2 and z
by
(6.5)

入(x¥ x2; z) ‑ L(xl,♂, h y2/yl) ,

which is called the associated fundamental function of Fn. Then I2 and 87/∂6 are
expressed as follows :
(6.6)

J2 ‑ 9(入′)2/4人入〝+3人′入′〝/2(入〝)2+A(入〝′)2/4(入〝)3 ,

(6.7)

2(37/30) ‑ 3‑3(入′)2/2人入〝一入′入〝′/(入〝)2‑3人(入〝′)2/2(入〝)3+入入〝〝/(入〝)2 ,

where入′‑叫az etc. Thus from Theofem 1.1 we have
Theorem 6.7. (Matsumoto) The associated fundamental function入of a two‑dimen‑

sional Wagner space with 97/∂0≠O is given by an ordinary differential equation of fourth
order.
By specifying the above differential equations to be solved, various interstmg

examples of two‑dimensional Wagner spaces have been obtained. For example, the
differential equation obtained from 37/90‑3/2‑/2/3 gives all the Kropina metrics (1.3)
as the solutions. Thus, every two‑dimensional Finsler space with a Kropina metric is
a Wagner space.
●

This research is significant in the sense that various fundamental functions with
●

interesting character spring out concretely.
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